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EDITORIALS

Infantile Onset Diabetes Mellitus
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D
iabetes mellitus is an etiologically
heterogeneous disorder. Monogenic forms
of diabetes mellitus cover a heterogeneous
group of diabetes which are uniformly caused

by a single gene mutation and are characterized by
impaired insulin secretion of the pancreatic beta cell. It is
estimated that they account for up to 5% of all cases
of diabetes mellitus, which are often not diagnosed or are
misclassified as type 1 or 2 diabetes. However, accurate
diagnosis is important because of the special implications
for treatment, prognosis and family risk. The knowledge of
typical clinical features such as mode of inheritance, age at
diagnosis and impaired insulin secretion, as well as genetic
testing establishes the diagnosis of MODY, mitochondrial
diabetes and neonatal diabetes. In particular, diabetes
occurring under 6 months of age—usually termed neonatal
diabetes—appears to be predominantly monogenic.

The neonatal diabetes phenotype encapsulates
numerous subtypes, wherein most etiologies involve a
severe disruption in β-cell function. Neonatal diabetes can
be permanent and require lifelong treatment, or may be
transient, in which case the diabetes may spontaneously
remit (or be so mild as not to require treatment), but will
often relapse, usually during adolescence. Nearly half of all
cases of permanent neonatal diabetes are due to activating
mutations in KCNJ11 or ABCC8; their diabetes can be
remarkably well controlled by oral sulfonylurea instead of
injected insulin [1,2]. In most such cases, transition from
insulin to sulfonylurea therapy is best done during an
inpatient admission using published guidelines [2], with
advice sought from recognized centers with extensive
experience. Although the resulting treatment is clearly
easier and the level of diabetes control better, many
questions still remain to be clarified:

1. How sustainable will the treatment with oral
sulfonylureas be, and will age, obesity, or other factors
eventually require supplemental insulin or other
medications? In this regard, a single case has been
fortuitously treated for over 50 years [1]. Furthermore,
literature reports [3,4] all continue to do well and give
reason for optimism, but only time and careful tracking
of long-term outcome will tell.

2. How often will patients have hypoglycemia, and what
happens to their blood sugar levels during illness,

procedures, or hospitalization, especially if oral
medications cannot be taken?

3. To what extent will neurodevelopmental effects be
improved or even prevented by sulfonylurea treatment?
In this regard a notable study recently confirmed that
mice with brain expression of a mutant form of the
protein encoded by KCNJ11 (Kir6.2) have a
neurologic phenotype reminiscent of patients with the
same mutation (V59M) [5].

In this issue, Varadarajan, et al. [6] report a series of 40
cases with infantile onset diabetes mellitus (IODM) and
their long-term follow up which is the first in our country.
The study lucidly highlights the issue of IODM and the
paucity of its recognition. More so, it highlights the need for
genetic evaluation in this select group of diagnosis. We
expect that within a few years, important breakthroughs
will be made in mapping cases of diabetes with a
suspected, but still unsolved monogenic basis.
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